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Abstract: Given a set of software programs, each being labeled either as vulnerable or benign,
deep learning technology can be used to automatically build a software vulnerability detector. A
challenge in this context is that there are countless equivalent ways to implement a particular func-
tionality in a program. For instance, the naming of variables is often a matter of the personal style
of programmers, and thus, the detection of vulnerability patterns in programs is made difficult.
Current deep learning approaches to software vulnerability detection rely on the raw text of a
program and exploit general natural language processing capabilities to address the problem of
dealing with different naming schemes in instances of vulnerability patterns. Relying on natural
language processing, and learning how to reveal variable reference structures from the raw text, is
often too high a burden, however. Thus, approaches based on deep learning still exhibit problems
generating a detector with decent generalization properties due to the naming or, more generally
formulated, the vocabulary explosion problem. In this work, we propose techniques to mitigate
this problem by making the referential structure of variable references explicit in input represen-
tations for deep learning approaches. Evaluation results show that deep learning models based
on techniques presented in this article outperform raw text approaches for vulnerability detection.
In addition, the new techniques also induce a very small main memory footprint. The efficiency
gain of memory usage can be up to four orders of magnitude compared to existing methods as our
experiments indicate.

Keywords: software security; software vulnerability; deep learning; 3-property encoding; variable
name dependence; abstract syntax graph

1. Introduction

Software security is an important factor in facing cyber-attacks. However, detect-
ing code vulnerabilities to guarantee software security is still a daunting task. Tradi-
tional approaches [1–9] to vulnerability detection, for instance, rely on manually designed
vulnerability rules, which are typically highly complex and also very difficult to define
due to the diversity and complexity of vulnerabilities in application programs. In con-
trast, deep learning (DL) technology can learn complicated patterns hidden in data, in
this case programs, and therefore provides a promising solution to automatically learn
vulnerability rules.

A significant amount of research work has been dedicated to applying DL to predict
the vulnerabilities of software code. Despite these efforts, DL-based approaches have not
achieved a final breakthrough in this field and still have a limited capability to distinguish
vulnerable from non-vulnerable code [10]. We could perhaps explain the lack of success
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like this: A program has complicated structures that contain various syntactical and
semantic dependencies. If it contains a vulnerability, the vulnerability only involves a
tiny part of the complex program structure. Consequently, it is very challenging to learn
vulnerability features, which are submerged in a plethora of dependencies. However, deep
learning is well known for its ability to learn complex patterns, and we have witnessed its
great success in natural language processing [11], speech recognition [12] and computer
vision [13]. Therefore, we have to ask ourselves why DL-based approaches have not yet
learned vulnerability patterns well.

To answer this question, we must investigate exactly how DL approaches work. Cur-
rently, DL approaches, either graph-based [10,14] or unstructured ones [15–18], borrow
methods used in natural language processing to define the semantics of the textual program
code or nodes in a graph of the code. The full code or a piece of the code is considered as
plain text like a natural language and it is first split into a sequence of tokens, and each
token is represented by a real-valued vector (called embedding representation). Unstruc-
tured approaches learn the representation of the code based solely on the sequence of the
tokens. The sophisticated graph-based approaches learn a presentation based on the tokens
appearing in each node and the relations between nodes.

Let us consider a very simple example: We want to program the summation of two
variables, and we can write the code as a = b + c. From the text of this code, we can create
its graph structure, tokens and their embeddings as illustrated in Figure 1. A representation
of the code can be learned based on these embeddings and the relations of nodes. We can
use other variable names to express the same functionality, such as x = y + z, c = e + f ,
or a = a1 + a2. Since different names have different embeddings, DL models, which learn
based on the raw code text, could only find a representation that is specific to the code
text with the used variable names. It is hard for them to capture the intrinsic functionality
beyond the diversity of code expression using different variable names and to generalize to
new code pieces given name-specific encoding of variables.

assign
a = b + c

ident
a

add
b + c

ident
b

ident
c

Token Embedding

a 1.288, …

b 1.449, …

c 0.066, …

= -0.764, …

+ -1.092, …

assign 0.031, …

ident -1.022, …

add -1.436, …

Figure 1. The graph structure and embeddings of the summation functionality coded as a = b + c,
from which a representation specific to the code text will be learned.

In fact, one can use any combination of letters, digits, and other symbols to name a
variable as long as the combination conforms to the syntax rules. This means that there are
numerous possibilities to code text representations of equivalent expressions. It would be
very difficult for DL models to capture patterns hidden in an infinite number of equivalent
expressions, and, hence, we have to solve the problem of the infinity. We can think about
two solutions to this issue:

Collecting enough training data. DL models have the ability to capture the intrinsic
patterns hidden under the variety of equivalent expressions if we provide them with enough
training data, which covers all the text representations of equivalent expressions. The
question is how we can collect data that covers an unlimited number of text representations.
Apart from the fact that different variable names could express the same semantics, the
same variable names could express different semantics. What makes things worse is that it
may be random whether two different variables express the same semantics in different
contexts, or whether two identical variable names have different semantics. Although
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Motzkin [19] and Ramsey theory [20] have pointed out that pure randomness is impossible
and this is especially true in the choice of variable names, generally we can consider variable
names as a random event. The occurrence of random events does not show any patterns,
and a DL model will, therefore, not be able to discover a pattern from a random event.

Mitigating the infinity and randomness. We could not obtain a well-generalized
model in the presence of an infinite number and randomness of text code of the same
functionality, and we, therefore, need solutions to address these challenges. Ideal solutions
should transform an infinite number of text representations into a finite number, and
unfortunately, we have not found such a solution. The solution we propose in this work is
to mitigate the infinity and randomness by removing the names of variables, which are a
major cause of this problem. Concretely, we suggest a new edge type of name dependence
and a type of abstract syntax graph (ASG) extending the abstract syntax tree (AST) with
the edges of name dependence and develop a 3-property node encoding scheme based
on the ASG. These techniques allow us to remove variable names from code but retain
the semantics of the code, and thus greatly mitigate the semantic uncertainty of variables
and the diversity of text code of a functionality. The empirical evidence presented later
shows that our techniques help DL models to better learn the intrinsic functionality of
the software and improve their prediction performance. The evidence is especially strong
over the extremely imbalanced training dataset Chromium+Debian, which contains only
592 (6.92%) samples with vulnerability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We first review related work in Section 2
and present our techniques of how to deal with variable names in program code in Section 3.
These techniques are evaluated and compared with existing approaches in Section 4.
Section 5 summarizes and concludes this work.

2. Related Work

This work is based on the work [21] and extends it with at least 60% new content,
where we conduct a comprehensive experimental evaluation, perform an extensive and
in-depth analysis of the techniques and evaluation results, investigate the problem of
vocabulary explosion, and explore the quality of the data and the representations learned
by the techniques and models proposed in this work.

Deep learning-based software vulnerability detection, both unstructured [15–18] and
structure-based [10,14,22–24], currently adopt the raw text representations of code to
describe the semantics of code. Approaches to unstructured data treat source code as plain
text, and the text is split into a sequence of tokens, which is used as the representation of
the code. This representation only describes a flat structure, which does not directly reflect
the syntactical and semantic dependencies. The structure-based approaches address the
limitation using the structure information of program code. Among them, graph-based
models [10,14] are more sophisticated because they can directly work with graph data.
However, since they still use pieces of raw code as the feature of nodes, these models could
learn only a representation specific to the code text, not its intrinsic functionality. Models
based on a representation specific to the original code text require much more training data
to abstract away variable names in code.

Inspired by the success of pre-trained models in natural language processing (NLP),
especially BERT [25], several pre-trained models like RoBERTa [26], CuBERT [27], Code-
BERT [28], GraphCodeBERT [29] and SyncoBERT [30] were recently developed to learn
representations of code. The first three approaches treat source code as plain text and do not
support syntactic and semantic dependencies, whereas GraphCodeBERT and SyncoBERT
are structure-based ones, which additionally introduce a variable relation graph and an
AST, respectively. Specifically, the unstructured models use source code and text documents
(code, document) as input data, while the GraphCodeBERT and SyncoBERT require three
components (code, document, variable relation graph) and (code, document, AST), respec-
tively, as input data to learn code representations. The variable relation graph is created
by first parsing the source code to an AST and then extracting a variable sequence from
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the AST. GraphCodeBERT outperformed other models for the downstream tasks of clone
detection, code translation and code refinement. SyncoBERT exhibited better performance
in code search.

As discussed earlier, DL models that use original code text as input require much
more training data to abstract away variable names in code. For example, GraphCodeBert
is pre-trained over six million code samples and does show such potential. It can be
fine-tuned for specific tasks after pre-training requiring less training data. Nevertheless,
for each supported programming language, the data for pre-training are immense. A big
advantage of our techniques is that they require small quantities of training data even for
the pre-training (and do not need fine-tuning): There are only a few real-world vulnerability
datasets available, which contain very few vulnerable code examples from less than 1000
to 32,000, which are all that we require for pre-training DL models based on our techniques.
Furthermore, our techniques have a very low memory footprint, as shown in the evaluation
part. The work [31] extends GraphCodeBERT with the two mechanisms of k-nearest
neighbor and contrastive learning and is evaluated over QEMU+FFmpeg code samples
using the F1 metric. The evaluation results show that [31] achieved slightly better F1-scores
(69.43% for the single FFmpeg dataset and 72.47% for the single QEMU dataset) than ours
(62.99% for the original QEMU+FFmpeg dataset that is a collection of QEMU and FFmpeg
code samples). However, the QEMU and FFmpeg datasets used in [31] have 9116 vulnerable
samples while ours contains only 5865 vulnerable samples. Therefore, we have reason
to believe that our techniques are more efficient in comparison to GraphCodeBERT and
its variants.

Because of the wide variety of possibilities of naming identifiers, DL models of repre-
sentation learning [32] also face the problem of vocabulary explosion. In order to address
this issue, refs. [15,33] define a set of keywords, such as VAR1, VAR2, FUNC1, FUNC2, and
use them to replace the variable and user-defined function names. This method can indeed
reduce the number of unique tokens, but at the same time, it could mislead models since
the same keywords could have different semantics in different settings.

The code graphs in our work are generated based on the tool developed in [34] and
the AST+ used in our work is equivalent to its code property graph (CPG), i.e., adding
flow dependence, data dependence, and control flow into AST. CPG was first used in the
non-learning approaches to find software vulnerabilities [34,35] and later on was adopted
in deep learning-based approaches [10,14] as the input of graph encoding networks. Two
widely used libraries for graph encoding networks are PyG [36] and DGL [37], and in this
work, we use the latter to implement our models.

In this work, we suggest a new kind of edge of name dependence, and a type of ASG,
which adds the edges of name dependence to AST and removes the names of variables
from it without changing the semantics of the code. Abstract syntax graphs are not a new
concept and many studies have suggested different ASG graphs from AST for different
purposes [38–42], and named them differently, either abstract syntax graph, abstract se-
mantic graph or term graph. They are mainly applied in software engineering for graph
transformation [38], program optimization [39,40] and code refactoring [41].

3. Mitigating the Infinity and Randomness

In order to help DL models of software vulnerability detection improve their general-
ization ability, in this section, we propose techniques for how to mitigate the infinity and
randomness of text representations of code by getting rid of one of its main causes, i.e., the
names of variables.

3.1. Feasibility Analysis

We aim at removing the names of variables in the program code but still maintain
its semantics. Let us first analyze the feasibility of this goal by comparing programming
languages with natural languages. Each natural language contains a vocabulary, which
is a set of words pre-defined in terms of their spelling and meaning. A sentence consists
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of words from the vocabulary, and its semantics is determined by its words. When we
replace a word with another with a different meaning, the semantics of the sentence will
be changed. The opposite should be true in a programming language. The meaning of a
variable is determined by the code where it is in, not determined by its name. This means
that we can use many other names to replace this variable. This actually implies that the
concrete text representations, i.e., the names of variables, are not important. Therefore, we
have reason to believe that it is theoretically possible to describe the semantics of code
without using the concrete names of variables. Now, we need to find a practical solution to
do this.

3.2. Name Dependence for Removing Variables

We will use a type of abstract syntax graph (ASG) to get rid of variable names. Before
we present this ASG, we first examine why existing graph representations of code, abstract
syntax tree (AST), control flow graph (CFG), data dependence graph (DDG) and control
dependence graph (CDG), are not enough to maintain the semantics of a program under the
absence of the variable names. Once again, let us use a very simple piece of code presented
in Figure 2.

assign
a = b + a

ident
a

add
b + a

ident
b

ident
a

BLOCK

varDecl
int a

varDecl
int b

{

int a

int b

a = b + a

}

assign

ident add

ident ident

BLOCK

varDecl
int 

varDecl
intX

AST with variable names AST without variable names

Figure 2. Abstract syntax trees with and without variable names.

The left tree in Figure 2 is a standard AST of the code given in the middle part, which
contains complete information about the code. Given this AST, we can revert to its original
code exactly. However, we want to mitigate the infinity and randomness of the possible
text representations, so we should create an AST without variable names, like the tree on
the right side. Unfortunately, the AST will not be able to maintain the semantics of the
original code. Adding control flow edges and data dependence as indicated by the dotted
lines would not work either. We need a solution and so our abstract syntax graph comes
into play.

In programming languages, a variable is related to its declaration (which is either
explicitly given or implied). We can determine this relation by the name of the variable.
Software engineering uses the term ‘dependence’ to describe the relations between two
components, like data dependence and control dependence. To align with it, we define a
new kind of dependence called Name Dependence (see Definition 1), to express the relation
between a variable and its declaration. With regard to the definition, the name dependence
can, hence, be statically determined for programming languages with static name resolution
like C, C++, Erlang, Haskell, Java, Pascal, Scheme, and Smalltalk, and only partially for
programming languages with dynamic name resolution like some Lisp dialects, Perl, PHP,
Python, REBOL and Tcl. In an AST with full information, the name dependence between
two nodes can be inferred by the names of variables and identifiers and their lexical
scope. When we remove the names of variables and identifiers from the AST, we lose the
information on name dependence. Without the information, we will not be able to restore
the semantics of the original code.
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Definition 1 (Name Dependence). In a computer program, a variable declaration has a name
dependence with an identifier in a statement if the identifier matches the variable declaration
according to the name resolution rules of the specific programming language.

So, we need a way to express the name dependence when names are absent. A solution
is to add an edge of name dependence between two related nodes. After adding such
edges, the tree structure turns into a graph structure as illustrated in Figure 3, which we
call an abstract syntax graph. From the graph, we can construct a fragment of code with the
exact semantics of the original code, but perhaps with a different text representation, which
would not be a problem at all for the task of vulnerability detection.

{

int a

int b

a = b + a

}

assign

ident add

ident ident

BLOCK

varDecl
int 

varDecl
int

Adding edges of name dependence

{

int x

int y

x = y + x

}

Figure 3. Abstract syntax graph, which expresses the semantics of code without using its variable names.

We can also extend the ASG with the control flow edges and data dependence edges.
The extended graph will integrate more information about the behavior of code but also
becomes much more complicated. It is obvious that processing more complicated graphs
will need more computing resources and time. What we are not sure of is if the complicated
graphs can bring more benefits to vulnerability prediction. We know that a code flaw
typically involves only a very small part of the graph of code. When the whole code graph
becomes more complicated, the ratio of the flaw part to it could become smaller. This means
that it would be more difficult to detect it. In our work, we use the ASG and extended ASG
to train DL models, and the training results are reported in later sections.

ASTs and ASGs describe the structure information of program code that cannot be
reflected in the raw text representations of code. However, since there is not a standardized
AST model, different tools would construct different ASTs for the same program code,
and so ASGs extended from the ASTs will also be different. Interesting research topics
include investigations about how different AST models and corresponding ASGs impact
the performance of software vulnerability detection and what is the best AST model for
this task.

3.3. Property-Based Node Encoding Scheme

Our ASG provides software programs with a graph representation independent of
their text formulation of variable names, and this will help a DL model to learn the
‘intrinsic’ functionality of code. Apart from the ASG, we further suggest a method to
efficiently represent the semantics of nodes in a code graph, 3-property encoding, which
provides a consistent description of the features of nodes and allows DL models to infer
the commonalities and differences between nodes easily. This 3-property encoding is
developed in the context of our ASG but it can be applied to other code graphs, and it is
also programming languages agnostic.

In a code graph, every node represents an executable syntactic construct in code, which
can be an expression or a statement or its constituent parts, like variables and constants
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(which are, of course, also executable). Currently, the piece of code that consists of the
construct (with or without a notation to the construct like ‘varDecl’ and ‘add’) is used as the
feature of the node. The feature is encoded by first splitting the piece of code into tokens
and then averaging the embeddings of all the tokens. The code-based encoding uses the
original piece of code to present the feature of a node, and at the same time, the result of
encoding blurs the semantics of the original code because of the averaging operation. Our
3-property encoding avoids these two issues by introducing additional information related
to the language constructs.

Each language construct has its properties, which may not explicitly appear in the raw
code text. Independent of specific programming languages, we found that it is enough to
use three properties to describe different constructs: class, name and type of data if any, and
each value of the properties will be represented by a unique token. Table 1 demonstrates
several common language constructs and their representations with the three properties.
With this property-based approach, we can encode all nodes in a consistent way, and this is
a very valuable characteristic for many applications. So far, this 3-property encoding has not
removed the diversity of text representations and we will further normalize this encoding
scheme to mitigate the diversity as much as possible based on the name dependence
and ASG.

Table 1. 3-property encoding scheme.

3-prop. Encoding 3-prop. Encoding
With Variable Names Without Variable Names

Construct Class Name Type Class Name Type

int x varDecl x int varDecl - int
if (x ≥ 0) control if - control if -
x·0.05 mathOp mul - mathOp mul -
fputs(x, stdout) call fputs - call fputs -
x ident x int ident var int
stdout ident stdout - ident stdout -
{. . . } block - - block - -
0.05 literal 0.05 float literal - float
‘Hello’ literal ‘Hello’ str literal - str
char[6] y varDecl y char[6] varDecl - char[N]

Variables are one of the main factors that lead to the enormous number of text formu-
lations of the same functionality. Thanks to the edges of name dependence, we can remove
variable names from code. Besides the variable names, there are also other constructs in
code, which can have any values. One of them is literals, e.g., 0.01, ‘Hello’, which will
cause similar issues as variable names, so we will also remove the concrete value of a literal.
Another construct is array declarations with size, e.g., char[8], char[1024]. We will normal-
ize them as char[N]. A more refined solution could be to create several normalized data
types, e.g., char[uint8], char[uint16], char[uint32], and normalize the data type of arrays
according to their sizes. For instance, any char arrays with sizes between 0 and 256 could be
normalized to char[uint8]. Table 1 also provides examples of normalized representations.
The definition of the classes of language constructs and the normalized tokens could vary
depending on the implementation of applications and the tool for generating code graphs.

4. Evaluation

In order to evaluate our techniques, we have generated four types of code graphs,
AST, AST+, ASG, and ASG+, for training DL models of software vulnerability detection.
AST+ is AST extended with data dependence, control dependence, and control flow. ASG
is AST with the edges of name dependence and variable names removed, and ASG+ is
ASG with control dependence, data dependence, and control flow.
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4.1. Models

We develop two models (3propASG and 3propASG+) for our techniques and two base-
lines (codeAST and codeAST+) based on the existing approaches [10,14]. 3propASG and
3propASG+ adopt our graph structures and 3-property node encoding scheme. codeAST
and codeAST+ use the common graph structures and the code-based encoding scheme
presented in Section 3, which is currently adopted by existing models. In the code-based
encoding scheme, a piece of code is used to learn the feature of a node. The piece of code is
split into a sequence of tokens and the average of the embeddings of tokens in the sequence
is considered as the feature of the node. In comparison, in our property-based encoding
scheme, all nodes in the code graph are described by three tokens and the concatenation of
the embeddings of the three tokens in a node represents the node’s feature.

In order to better evaluate and compare our techniques to the code-based encoding
scheme, we follow the design of existing graph-based models for software vulnerabili-
ties [10,14] and use the gated graph recurrent unit (GGRU) [43] as the graph convolution
module to learn a graph representation. All models share the following architecture: The
graph data of code is first delivered to an embedding layer to learn token embeddings. The
learned embeddings and the graph structure are fed into the module of GGRU with one
time step, the least expensive option, to perform the operation of graph convolution. The
output of GGRU is sent to each of three 1D convolution (Conv1d) layers with 128 filters each
and perceptive fields of 1, 2 and 3, respectively, and one 1D max pooling (MaxPool1d) is
applied over the output of each Conv1D to downsample. The results of the MaxPool1d lay-
ers are concatenated together and sent to a linear hidden layer with 128 neurons, and a 25%
dropout is applied to the output of the convolution and hidden layers as a regularization
mechanism. We apply ReLU [44] for non-linear transformation because of its computa-
tional efficiency and the reduced likelihood of gradient vanishing and use embeddings with
100 dimensions to encode tokens. The architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.

tokens token
emb.

node
repr.

token
embedding

graph
conv.

conv.,
droput,
ReLU

pool-
ing

hidden,
dropout,

ReLU

linear

Figure 4. Architecture of models. In our 3-property encoding, the number of tokens of each node is 3.
In code-based encoding, each node has the number of tokens of the node that has the most tokens.

Currently, we do not perform a pre-training of token embeddings; instead, we use
the standard normal distribution N (0, 1) to initialize the embeddings and test several
different initializations. There is empirical evidence [45] which has shown in some cases
that pre-trained token embeddings are not necessarily better than random initializations
with the standard normal distribution. Future work could investigate if performing a
pre-training of token embeddings will significantly improve the performance of DL models
in this area.

4.2. Datasets

We use several real-world datasets from different open-source projects, Chromium
+Debian [10], FFmpeg+Quemu [14] and VDISC [16], and adopt the open-source tool Joern
(https://github.com/joernio/joern (accessed on 1 August 2023)) to create the AST and
AST+ from the source code. Our AST+ corresponds to the code property graph of Joern.

Chromium+Debian [10] consists of source code from the Chromium and Debian
projects, and code samples are labeled based on the information from their issue-tracking
systems. Chromium is a popular Web browser from Google, and Debian is a widely used

https://github.com/joernio/joern
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Linux operating system. In the dataset of FFmpeg+Qemu [14], FFmpeg is a multimedia
framework and Qemu is a hardware emulator and virtualizer. Several professional security
experts and researchers labeled the code samples from FFmpeg and Qemu. VDSIC consists
of the source code of 1.27 million functions from different open-source software and they
are labeled by static analyzers.

Given the limitation of computational resources, it is extremely costly to process the
full VDSIC dataset. Therefore, we down-sample negative samples in its training dataset to
a number similar to the number of positive samples. Furthermore, we also have to remove
the code with the following components: :: operators, new operators, switch, and goto
statements, which we found cannot be correctly parsed by Joern. Table 2 gives an overview
of the final datasets, 80% of which are used to train the models and 20% for evaluation.

Table 2. Overview of datasets.

Dataset Total- 80% for Training-
Bad, Good Bad, Good

Chromium+Debian 754 (7.05%), 9945 (92.95%) 592 (6.92%), 7967 (93.08%)
FFmpeg+Quemu 5865 (43.68%), 7563 (56.32%) 4687 (43.63%), 6055 (56.37%)

VDISC 31,723 (46.38%), 36,675 (53.62%) 25,304 (46.24%), 29,414 (53.76%)

4.3. Prediction Performance

Given historical data, a model learns its parameter settings in order to optimally gen-
eralize the patterns of positive and negative classes. Optimal model parameters are learned
by minimizing the cross-entropy loss [46], which especially penalizes those predictions
that are confident but wrong. The models are trained with a batch size of 32 and a learning
rate of 0.001, and the Adam optimizer [47] is used to minimize the loss function. Each
model is trained with 10 different seeds and the training stops after five further training
epochs when the validation loss reaches its minimal value. The models are evaluated
over the five metrics: accuracy, precision, recall, F1 and AUC, which measure different
abilities of models. The results of the evaluation are presented in Tables 3–5. All DL models
are developed in the Python programming language and executed under the platform
of Linux-5.15.0-88-generic-x86_64-with-glibc2.35. The main software packages used are
Python 3.6.9, torch 1.10.2 + cu102, and dgl 0.6.1.

Table 3. Performance of models over Chromium+Debian dataset.

Model Graph Encoding Acc Prec Recall F1 AUC

codeAST AST code with best F1 92.01 44.58 22.84 30.20 60.26
aver. of 10 trainings 92.4 10.34 2.9 4.14 51.32

3propASG ASG 3-prop. with best F1 92.34 49.26 41.36 44.97 68.93
aver. of 10 trainings 92.52 46.87 24.75 31.88 61.41

codeAST+ AST+ code with best F1 90.89 33.66 20.99 25.86 58.80
aver. of 10 trainings 92.28 15.14 3.83 5.36 51.68

3propASG+ ASG+ 3-prop. with best F1 92.34 49.25 40.74 44.59 68.65
aver. of 10 trainings 92.41 34.93 18.09 23.35 58.29

Table 4. Performance of models over FFmpeg+Qemu dataset.

Model Graph Encoding Acc Prec Recall F1 AUC

codeAST AST code with best F1 55.36 49.35 67.49 57.01 56.69
aver. of 10 trainings 58.14 51.32 35.07 37.61 55.61

3propASG ASG 3-prop with best F1 60.35 53.43 74.70 62.30 61.92
aver. of 10 trainings 59.71 53.64 64.91 57.67 60.28

codeAST+ AST+ code with best F1 58.38 53.27 41.51 46.66 56.53
aver. of 10 trainings 58.03 52.94 18.37 25.04 53.7

3propASG+ ASG+ 3-prop with best F1 57.04 50.62 83.36 62.99 59.92
aver. of 10 trainings 58.9 52.76 65.49 56.85 59.62
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Table 5. Performance of models over VDSIC dataset.

Model Graph Encoding Acc Prec Recall F1 AUC

codeAST AST code with best F1 77.82 78.2 73.11 75.57 77.55
aver. of 10 trainings 77.0 78.3 70.63 74.22 76.63

3prorASG ASG 3-prop with best F1 81.27 80.62 79.11 79.86 81.15
aver. of 10 trainings 80.81 79.68 79.36 79.51 80.73

codeAST+ AST+ code with best F1 75.67 73.32 75.7 74.49 75.67
aver. of 10 trainings 74.88 74.36 71.1 72.61 74.66

3propASG+ ASG+ 3-prop with best F1 80.94 79.85 79.4 79.63 80.85
aver. of 10 trainings 80.25 78.24 80.39 79.26 80.26

4.3.1. Best Performances

From the 10 times of training, the models with the best F1 value are considered to
be the best models. The evaluation results show that the DL models based on our graph
structures (ASG and ASG+) and 3-property encoding scheme outperform those based
on existing graph structures (AST and AST+) and code-based encoding in terms of the
F1 metrics over all the datasets. Among these datasets, Chromium+Debian is extremely
imbalanced and contains only 592 (6.92%) programs with vulnerability. Over this dataset,
our models perform significantly well with F1: 3propASG is 14.77% better than codeAST
and 3propASG+ is 18.73% better than codeAST+. These results are strong evidence that
our techniques improve the ability of models to infer the functionality of code. However,
we also see that when positive samples become more and more, although our techniques
still outperform the existing approaches, the difference in performance becomes less and
less. This observation in fact supports our discussion above—collecting more data will also
help the models using code-based encoding to combat the diversity of text representations.

4.3.2. Average Performances

We also include the average values of 10 trainings in these tables, which can serve as an
indicator of how sensitive a model is to the initialization of parameters. In our evaluation,
we see that the models based on code-based encoding approaches are especially sensitive
to the initialization of the extremely imbalanced dataset of Chromium+Debian. Out of
10 trainings, it occurred eight times that codeAST has no ability to predict any positive
samples and this happens only one time with 3propASG. With the codeAST+ model, this
occurs six times. Meanwhile, with 3propASG+, this occurs three times. The sensitivity to
initialization gradually decreases as the training data becomes larger. The sensitivity of
models to initialization can be observed from the results of the average of 10 trainings. But
what does the sensitivity to initialization mean? This is further evidence that it is difficult
for the models with code-based encoding to capture the functionality of code.

4.3.3. Basic Graph Structures vs. Extended Ones

The graph structures (AST+ and ASG+) extend AST and ASG with more semantic
information (data dependence, control dependence, and control flow). However, these
extended graphs do not bring significant benefits to the models. On the contrary, they
decrease the detection ability of the models for different metrics in comparison to the basic
structures. Flawed semantic dependencies between language constructs in code could
cause software vulnerability. So why does the integration of this information not contribute
to the detection of vulnerabilities? There might be two possible reasons that could lead
to the degradation of performance after the introduction of more information: (i) AST+
and ASG+ are much more complicated than AST and ASG. It becomes more difficult for
models to generalize the vulnerability patterns hidden in very complicated structures;
(ii) AST and ASG are well-defined and relatively easy to build. However, identifying the
data dependence, control dependence, and control flow in code is not a simple task, and
constructing high-quality AST+ and ASG+ is much more difficult. Joern is a great tool for
us to obtain AST+ and ASG+, but it currently has limited capabilities and may generate
inaccurate code graphs.
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4.4. Quality, Representation and Separability

The quality of data ultimately determines what quality a DL model can achieve. To
analyze the quality of data and models, in this section, we will examine the representations
learned by the models and how well these representations separate positive (vulnerable)
from negative (non-vulnerable) samples. One way to do this is to visualize these represen-
tations and their separability. Two popular techniques for visualizing high-dimensional
data are t-SNE [48] and UMAP [49]. In this work, we are using the latter, because it can
preserve a more global structure and is computationally more efficient than t-SNE.

Figure 5 presents the representations learned and the classes detected by the four
models on the evaluation parts of the three datasets, where the representation is from the
hidden linear layer; the gray dots indicate correctly predicted negative samples (TN) and
the blue dots the correctly detected positive samples (TP); the red dots are the negative
samples which are wrongly detected as positive (FP) and the green dots are the positive
samples which are wrongly detected as negative (FN).

(a) Chr+Deb by codeAST (b) FFm+Qem by codeAST (c) VDSIC by codeAST

(d) Chr+Deb by codeAST+ (e) FFm+Qem by codeAST+ (f) VDSIC by codeAST+

(g) Chr+Deb by 3propASG (h) FFm+Qem by 3propASG (i) VDSIC by 3propASG

(j) Chr+Deb by 3propASG+ (k) FFm+Qem by 3propASG+ (l) VDSIC by 3propASG+

Legend: I True Negatives I True Positives
I False Positives I False Negatives

Figure 5. Representation, separability and prediction of the four models in the three datasets.

In Figure 5, we see that the representations learned by the models (3propASG,
3propASG+) based on our techniques are different from the representations learned by
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the models (codeAST, codeAST+) based on existing techniques over different datasets and
different representations lead to different shapes of scatter plots. However, unfortunately,
from these scatter plots alone it is not obvious which representations are superior to the
others and which shape is better or worse. Nevertheless, we can still observe that the
models based on ASG, ASG+ and 3-property encoding produce fewer green and red points,
and thus make fewer false-positive and false-negative errors than the models based on AST,
AST+ and code-based encoding. This observation is supported by the concrete evaluation
results presented in Tables 3–5.

What we can see from these scatter plots is that (i) positive samples (blue and green
dots) interleave together with negative samples (gray and red dots), and (ii) in the areas
where the number of samples of a class dominates, mostly all samples of another class are
wrongly detected as the dominated class in that area. These facts mean that there is a low
separability of classes and it is really hard to find reasonably good boundaries to separate
them. This, in turn, indirectly shows that the representations based on our techniques are
better ones because they enable DL models to make better detection.

4.5. Memory Footprint

A huge advantage of our 3-property encoding is that it has very low memory require-
ments and can process very large code graphs in comparison to the existing code-based en-
coding. In our experiments, 8 GB of memory is enough to process all data using 3-property
encoding. In comparison, code-based encoding requires as much as 560 GB of memory.
With the 3-property encoding, the feature of each node is represented by only three tokens.
With code-based encoding, the feature of each node is represented by a piece of raw code.
Although different pieces of code will create different numbers of tokens and the minimal
node could contain only one token, all nodes are required to have the same number of
tokens. This means that all nodes in a code graph finally consist of the maximum number
of tokens.

Let #nodes be the number of nodes in a code graph, dim the dimension of token
embeddings, #tokens the maximal number of tokens in the graph, and each value consumes
4 bytes. The memory needed for processing a single graph of code is computed as follows:

3-property encoding: #nodes× 3× dim× 4
code-based encoding: #nodes× #tokens× dim× 4
code-based/3-property: #nodes×#tokens×dim×4

#nodes×3×dim×4 = #tokens
3

Let us use several samples from the Chromium+Debian dataset to demonstrate the effi-
ciency of our technique. Table 6 provides the memory footprint required by our 3-property
encoding and the existing code-based encoding for processing these samples. The com-
parison shows that our encoding scheme can be up to 32,000 times more efficient than the
code-based encoding.

Table 6. Memory needs of three samples from Chromium+Debian.

Code ID #Nodes #Tokens Code-Based 3-prop. Code-Based
/3-prop.

-6552851419396579257 4409 33,659 59 G 5.3 M 11,220
2388171415474875762 7012 54,157 152 G 8.4 M 18,052
5045872831385413038 12,077 96,805 468 G 14.5 M 32,268

More concretely, for the embeddings of 100 dimensions with 8 GB of main memory,
our 3-property encoding can process graphs with 7 million nodes, and with 128 GB of
main memory, it can handle graphs with 114 million nodes. As shown in Table 6, with the
code-based encoding, 128 GB main memory is not enough for the graph with 7012 nodes.
This explains why existing works [10,14] only use code samples with a number of nodes
less than 500.
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4.6. Alleviating Vocabulary Explosion

Since there are infinitely many ways of naming identifiers in program code, the repre-
sentation learning approaches face the problem of vocabulary explosion. Our techniques
remove the variable names from code and this naturally brings the benefit of a smaller
vocabulary and, thus, mitigates the issue of vocabulary explosion. Table 7 exemplifies the
number of vocabularies generated by the existing code-based and our 3-property node
encoding schemes for the three datasets.

Table 7. Size of vocabulary generated by the code-based and our 3-property encoding schemes.

Dataset Code-Based 3-prop. 3-prop./Code-Based

Chromium+Debian 57,027 35,416 62.10%
FFmpeg+Qume 66,791 45,795 68.56%
VDSIC 449,148 312,948 69.68%

5. Summary and Conclusions

A challenge in deep learning-based software vulnerability detection is the infinity
and randomness of text representations of functionality in software code. Variable names
in code are one cause of this issue. In order to better cope with them, in this work, we
introduce edges of name dependence and a type of abstract syntax graph (ASG) extending
AST with this new type of edges and suggest a 3-property node encoding scheme based on
the ASG. These techniques not only allow us to represent the semantics of code without
using its variable names but also allow us to encode all nodes in a consistent way. These
characteristics will help DL models capture the commonalities and differences between
nodes and learn the intrinsic functionality of code more easily.

In order to evaluate our techniques, we develop two models for our techniques and
two baselines based on the existing graph structures and node encoding scheme, and
all the models are built on the gated graph encoding network and convolution network.
These models are trained on several real-world datasets from widely used open-source
projects and libraries (Chromium, Debian, FFmpeg and Qemu), and they are evaluated
using the five criteria (accuracy, precision, recall, F1 and AUC-ROC). The results of the
evaluation show that the models based on our techniques outperform the ones based on
existing approaches.

Apart from leading to better detection performance, our techniques have two further
advantages. One of them is that they naturally lead to the mitigation of the problem of
vocabulary explosion because the large variety of variable names is a key reason for this
problem. The other is that they have a very low memory footprint. Given a certain dimen-
sion of embeddings, the memory need of the 3-property encoding is linearly proportional to
the number of nodes in the code graph while the memory need of the code-based encoding
is linearly proportional to the product of the number of nodes and the maximal number
of tokens. For example, our techniques can process graphs with 7 million nodes with
8 GB memory given 100-dimension embeddings. To be able to process the datasets used
in the evaluation, the code-based encoding scheme needs up to 468 GB of main memory
while our techniques consume only 14.5 MB of main memory. The difference in memory
need is in a dimension of 32,000 and this is really amazing. Apart from its application in
software vulnerability detection, we believe that the 3-property encoding (with or without
variable names) will also be a useful technique for many tasks in software analysis and
software engineering.
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